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By PRISCILLA WAGGONER

Retired Science Teacher Turned-Award-Winning Photographer, Jill
White Smith Captures “Real” Wildlife of Southeastern Colorado

R

oughly nine years ago, Jill White Smith
fled her house in Lamar one afternoon,
driven by the overpowering need to
just... go for a walk.
Things had reached a deafening crescendo in her life. A demanding, time consuming job. The recent death of her mother—and best friend—whom she’d cared for
in her last years of life. Constant concern
for her eldest son who struggled daily with
the life altering disease he’d been diagnosed
with years before and the empty nest loss of
two wonderful children. Things were overwhelming for this woman who is rarely overwhelmed, and escaping outside for just a few
moments was the only way to cope.
It’s not like the world that exists outside
was new to Smith. A highly acclaimed teacher with McClave schools, she’d been teaching
multiple levels and disciplines of science for
roughly 15 years, frequently bringing things
from nature found outside to the inside of
her classroom for students to study and understand.
But that day was different. That day,
when she escaped to the path that runs
2

along Willow Creek, changed her life.
Sitting in the deep stillness of her living
room, Smith, an attractive and unassuming
but self-assured woman, sits on the sofa,
surrounded by furnishings that reflect the
diversity of her own nature. Along one wall,
a large cherry wood china cabinet holds an
exquisite collection of fine, cobalt blue cut
glass. Just a few feet away, a curio cabinet
displays an impressive exhibit of natural
gemstones, rocks and crystals. This is the
house of a woman who trusts what her eyes
tell her.
As she reflects on that afternoon from
nine years before, her voice is soft and pensive, a far cry from her usual almost youthful
exuberance. “I think I’d just lost so much,”
she begins. “I didn’t have a choice but to...
shed... everything. Once I did that—once I
let it all go—I think I was suddenly free to
look around. I think I had to do that to see
what I’d been walking past all those years
without ever really noticing.” And what did
she see? She laughs at the memory. “There
was so much wildlife,” she answers, her voice
flooded with awe. “For years, my students
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had been saying they could hardly wait to
get out and go where there was real wildlife.
And here it all was…just three blocks from
my home.” Intrigued by what she’d seen, it
wasn’t long before Smith was back on that
path along Willow Creek; except, this time,
she brought her husband’s 4 megapixel digital camera along.
Perhaps it was the scientist in her that
instilled the quiet patience to sit, motionless,
and watch—sometimes for hours, hidden
among reeds or in a spot in a field—until she
saw the exact moment she wanted to capture “on film”. Perhaps it was the teacher in
her that inspired her to record observations
about the photos she took, comments that
are part lesson in nature, part story about
the events that unfolded before her. Perhaps
it was the artist in her that was just waiting
for the right vehicle to express the deep and
abiding love she has for the beings that inhabit this world. Whatever it was, once Smith
took her first photo, she was hooked with
all the intensity one can expect in a person
who’s just found their true passion, their true
bliss.
Over time, her husband’s camera was
replaced by a larger, more powerful one with
a lens about a foot long. Her expeditions in
search of wildlife lasted longer and went further, beginning before the sun rose and lasting until the light was gone as she ventured
far beyond Willow Creek to other parts of the
county and then other counties and then other parts of the state. She wasn’t just looking
around anymore; she was also looking up.
And now, nine years later, Jill White Smith
is an accomplished, award-winning photographer with a reputation that extends far beyond the borders of Colorado.
When asked which subjects first
grabbed her attention, she doesn’t hesitate.
“The birds,” she says. “The birds are everywhere! Do you know that Kiowa, Bent, Baca,
and Prowers Counties have over four hundred species of birds that either live here or
travel through? People come from hundreds
of miles away to see the birds we can
see every day.”
4

For her part, Smith is no lightweight
when it comes to birdwatching. She can
name 250 or more different species of birds
by sight alone and is still learning. Ever the
teacher, she also makes near daily posts on
her Facebook page, displaying the photos
she took on her adventures along with comments that both entertain and educate her
more than 1,300 devoted followers.
With the conversation turned to the joy
of her life, Smith gets to her feet and does a
quick scan of the photographs that surround
her.
The stunning images adorning her walls
would rival the finest gallery one could find. A
badger with enormous claws digging the perfect den. An owl, his gaze curious, wide eyed
and intense, stares straight into the camera,
his head twisted so far to the side he’s almost
looking upside down. An elk is caught in the
act of bugling, his breath streaming a cloud
of mist in the early morning cold. The face of
a box turtle is taken straight on and at such
close range that every single color of every
scale can be seen.
One after another, images of true
untamed life are captured in simple ordinary moments made extraordinary because
they’re moments most human beings never
see.
Smith makes her decision and walks
to where a large, explosively colorful photograph of three eaglets hangs on the wall.
She knows the image intimately well yet still
studies the image as she speaks.
“This was such an interesting thing
to watch,” she says and tells the story of 3
young raptors on a frozen lake. One feasts
on prey he’s killed while the other two look

for a chance to take it from him. “Do you see
what’s happening here?” She points to where
the ice has melted through and the prey now
floats in water. “Raptors are warm blooded.
I knew the ice would melt beneath him, and
it did. Once the prey was floating in water,
it was much harder to eat. The other raptor
pushed him out of the way and tried to feast
on it himself. That’s when I took the picture.
Some birds will drown themselves because
they won’t let go of prey that they can’t lift
out of the water.” She nods. “Nature can
teach us such lessons.”
She moves to a photo of an elk taken
one cold, foggy morning at sunrise in Rocky
Mountain National Park. “I was watching a
herd of elk who were some distance away,”
she says, “when I looked over my shoulder
and saw this big boy behind me. So, I very
slowly turned around and lifted my camera
and, at that very moment, the sun came out.
Look at his antlers and his back in the sun.
Isn’t that beautiful?”
It’s not uncommon for fans of Smith’s
work to discuss the uniqueness that sets it
apart from others. Certainly, the composition, clarity and color are superb; she publishes her photos just as she took them with
very little, if any, enhancement. But there’s
another facet to her photos, a perceptible
something the camera captures that emanates from the wildlife themselves and transcends the distance between photographer
and subject. It’s something in the way they
look back at her, as if saying, I recognize you.
I know who you are.
It’s only while listening to her tell one
story after another that the “something” can
begin to be named.
As she describes the pelican who’s
gulping down a fish, the bobcat annoyed by
her disturbing his afternoon nap or the big
horn ram strutting as mating season approaches, Smith sounds as if she’s discussing
her children. Attentive, appraising, sometimes amused but unconditionally admiring
and affectionate.
Smith loves photography not just for
itself but for the connection it provides, the

relationship it creates between her and the
animals she sees through her lens. The bond
might not last for more than a moment, or
it might last for hours as she watches from
her blind. But the time it lasts is irrelevant; all
that matters is that the connection is there.
Crazy as it sounds, it seems the animals are
aware of it, too.
She speaks of a swift fox she spotted
while driving down a dirt road. After sitting in
one place for several hours as she shot photo
after photo, the fox, intrigued by the sound
of her camera, came closer and closer until she could have reached out and touched
him. “I had to do something to scare him
away,” she says. “I didn’t want him to think
human beings are safe because…we’re not.”
She describes an early morning spent
at John Martin Reservoir and the abundance
of birds’ songs in the air. “Suddenly, there
was a gunshot in the distance,” she says,
“and everything stopped. It just…stopped.
They knew…I knew…we all knew what that
meant.”
And finally, she speaks of the true delight she felt one afternoon in July while
watching a gathering of birds on the water
at John Martin. There were 20 to 30 families
of Western Grebes, including their young,

young babies. She’d come back the next day
to see what the birds were doing and made
the following post on her Facebook page.
“…I MUST return on Friday evening
for one more fix of this most delicious elixir.
And return I did. I watched as these families were both dodged and run over by boats
and jet skis driven by oblivious drivers
that were probably thinking... they will
5

move out of the way.... But what I knew that
they didn’t: The babies were so small that
they could neither fly nor dive. Parent birds
had to choose to live or go down with their
babies. I watched as two jet skis came roaring up to the boat ramp where I had been
watching (and had to move out of the way of
the truck carrying the ski trailer). They did
not even slow down until absolutely necessary. I was almost sick at my stomach... and
had to deal with tears as I drove home....”
Nature can be both glorious and cruel,
and nowhere is that more accurate than in
human nature. No doubt, Smith has seen evidence of such through the lens of her camera, which is why she won’t disclose the location of those animals—the elk, the big horn
sheep and others—who supposedly don’t
reside in Southeastern Colorado. The scientist, the teacher, the artist in her keeps her
silent, but it’s the mother in her that makes
her guard that information, most of all.
Perhaps that’s the unique aspect of
Smith that the camera captures. The animals
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are more than photographic subjects to her;
they’re part of her family, her connection to
life, and their lives fill her spirit with a song
sweeter than all others.
In an odd kind of synchronicity, Smith
puts it into words as she stares at a photo of
a hawk. “I look at the hawks and I remember
every one,” she muses. “They’re so powerful—not the images, the birds. They’re so
free and yet so fragile… I just love them.”
Jill White Smith now has a website
where copies of photos can be ordered as a
print, a mounted print, on canvas or on metal. She also does custom framing for those
who are interested. For more information,
go to her website at https://naturemadephotography.pixieset.com (it’s extraordinary!)
and select the “WILDLIFE” collection or
send her a message on her Facebook page
at Nature Made Photography. (Look for the
photo of the fox.)
All images copywritten and property
of Jill White Smith. Reproduction prohibited
without written permission.
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Sustaining Beauty of Sterling and Gemstones

Artisan Gina Gerner of

Juniper and Gin

I

By PRISCILLA WAGGONER
t’s dark and quiet in the neighborhood as
most people are sound asleep. But a single
light still burns in a window where, inside,
Gina Gerner is hard at work.
She sits on a stool at a small bench, intently focused on the item that rests on the
bench before her. There’s not much space,
but not much space is needed to make jewelry. The work, however, is far from simple,
fast or easy.
8
A jeweler and silversmith whose

work has been shown in galleries in Texas,
Gerner will use more than 30 tools in creating a single piece. Among them, an acetylene
torch for soldering, a flex shaft for grinding
and polishing, a jeweler’s saw, files, wire cutters, metal shears, hammers, pliers, all used
in creating the setting.
But the setting, which can take as long
as ten hours, happens later. First, Gerner
begins with selecting just the right natural
gemstone. “I look for uniqueness,” she says,
“something I haven’t seen before. And, of

course, I look for quality…a stone I know will
set well with an even back and a nice consistent polish.” But before she even selects the
gemstone, there are those things that led to
her being a jeweler and silversmith in the first
place.
Quiet, observant, occasionally shy but
with feelings that run deep, Gerner has had
a lifelong interest in art. Raised in Southlake,
Texas, she attended a high school that had a
rigorous art program, exposing her to painting, sculpture, drawing, photojournalism,
even art history. She’d originally wanted to
be a skilled oil painter but discovered it “just
wasn’t [her] calling.”
When she was 14 years old, she bought
her first camera. “It just kind of took off from
there,” she says. “I think it was the ability to
capture my view of the world almost instantaneously that really drove me to take photos. I could capture feelings in a way I was
never able to in pencil or paint.” Gerner had
discovered one of her many strengths: to
take what exists before her and to then fashion and shape what she sees to express what

she feels.
As her interest in photography developed and grew, so did her horizons and perspective. She pursued interests she’d had
her entire life, like learning to train horses.
She got involved in those causes that matter
to her greatly, like rescuing dogs from abandonment and abusive situations and fostering them until she can find the right home.
Gerner also began to look more closely
at the world around her. As a college student,
she studied Geology and Sustainability and
Environmental Economics and Policy. She
spent time in Costa Rica and took courses
from the University of Oregon.
An artist’s talent rarely develops independently of the artist developing as a person, and this was true of Gina Gerner, as
well. The more experiences she gained and
her perspective and understanding of the
world matured, the more her artistic talent
was primed and ready to focus in on an art
form. She found that art form in jewelry
when she took a metalsmithing class in 2014
through a non-profit arts guild for adults.
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“Once I made my first wearable piece from
my own design,” she says, “I couldn’t stop.”
She pieced together a studio of her own and
has been making jewelry ever since.
Gerner primarily works in sterling silver
and natural gemstones like Turquoise, various Agates, Mexican Fire Opals and Landscape Jasper, which is her favorite. “Each
Landscape Jasper is cut to have its own desert scene, made up by the layers of sediment
that formed the stone,” she says. “They tell a
story for everyone, usually the memories of
living in or visiting the west.”
Although she also works in copper and
brass, Gerner primarily uses sterling silver
for her settings. Stamping is one of her specialties, and she uses both antique Native
American made stamps and modern handmade stamps. “My stamped cuffs are my
most ordered design,” she says.
Gerner’s personal commitment to sustainability and preserving the environment
plays into the jewelry she makes, as well.
“My background has given me the desire to
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make lasting work that can be worn, repaired
and handed down,” she says. “All of my pieces are made from recycled sterling silver and
natural gemstones, materials that will maintain value and can even be recycled after the
life of the piece is over. I don’t want to create jewelry that is thrown away after a prong
breaks, or a fashion trend is over.”
Already acknowledged as a talented
artist and craftsman, Gina Gerner’s enthusiasm for creating unique and lasting jewelry
is only growing stronger. “I think it’s amazing
when someone supports your art, no matter
the medium. But when someone is willing to
wear your work and represent themselves
with your art, it’s truly special. I love knowing
that my work becomes a part of someone’s
day to day life.”
A collection of Gina Gerner’s jewelry
can be viewed on her website at www.juniperandgin.com where she also takes custom
orders. For those wishing to view her work
in person, she’ll be at the Colorado Makers
Market in Fort Collins on December 17th.
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Unique Treasures Abound at

The Twisted Twig

By PRISCILLA WAGGONER

W

hen Sheryl Anderson was a little
girl growing up in Las Animas, there
was a large, two story house not far
from where she lived. The place had been
long since abandoned, the front door left unlocked, its windowpanes cracked and broken.
“We used to play in that old house all
the time,” Anderson says with the hint of
a smile. “I’d walk from room to room and
imagine what I’d do if it was mine. You know,
put a table with a spray of flowers in a corner here or some color around the windows
over there.” She laughs. “I can’t tell you how
many times I decorated that old house over
and over in my mind, and I’d always make it
grander and more elegant.”
It’s not surprising. As a child, long before there were articles and DVDs with doit-yourself tips on redecorating, Anderson
grew up watching her mother’s genius
12 at work as she took a house and trans-

formed it into something so pretty it was almost magical. “She could take a sheet, put it
on a wall and work it and work it until that wall
was as smooth as a baby’s behind,” Anderson
says. “And then she’d put up wallpaper. Nobody’d ever even heard of sponge painting,”
she continues, “but my mother would take a
piece of a sponge and just a little bit of paint
and turn a cupboard door into a lovely piece
of art—all while she was running a restaurant
and raising five children.”
The apple obviously doesn’t fall far
from the tree because anyone who stops at
The Twisted Twig, Sheryl Anderson’s oneof-a-kind “flower and gift shop” on Highway
50 in Swink, Colorado, would swear they’ve
just stumbled upon a place that feels almost
magical.
Even from the curb, The Twisted Twig
has a unique and distinctive style. The carefully faded paint on the building’s weathered

wooden logs is just the right color to bring
out the similar hues found on the awning, the
front door and concrete porch and walkway.
The flowers that spill over the sides of the
planters—which are actually repurposed vintage feed bunk and water buckets—provide
just the right amount of contrast.
That touch of style and attention to
detail is just a prelude to what Anderson has
waiting for customers inside.
One step through the door, and it’s
clear that “flower and gift shop” is a term
that falls far short, for The Twisted Twig is
a comfortable, welcoming, visually stimulating place that offers an expansive and unique
collection of treasures, all at reasonable prices.
First and foremost, Anderson is a true
gifted artist when it comes to flower selection
and arrangement. Although she has appreciation for all kinds of flowers, including those
commonly used like carnations and daisies,
Anderson chooses to work with those more
vibrantly colored and unusually stylistic.
With unfailingly high standards, she only
purchases her flowers from warehouses in
Denver, going so far as to regularly meet the
delivery truck at a halfway point just to pick
up the latest freshest shipment.
Whether fresh or silk, her arrangements are nothing short of stunning and
more than able to stand on their own. But
Anderson takes it one step further. Perhaps
harkening back to those days in that old vacant house, Anderson uses her store almost
like a showroom, frequently changing designs and decorations while demonstrating
for customers how flowers, when placed in
an unusual container next to the right piece

of furniture or surrounded by the right types
accents, can create a look and a mood all
their own.
And flowers are just part of what’s waiting to be seen at The Twisted Twig. Far from
racks and racks of identical items or bins of
things bought and sold in bulk, each gift,
each treasure Anderson sells has been specifically selected for her customers by her
and her alone. From place settings of one
of a kind dishes to beautiful scented candles
and candleholders to centerpieces and wall
hangings to vintage buckets and baskets and
boxes, the gifts for sale in The Twisted Twig
are the kind that simply can’t be found anywhere else.
These are just a few of the reasons why
many of Anderson’s regular customers will
think nothing of driving for 100 miles or more
just to see the latest items she’s brought to
her store. And it’s a good bet that her touch
can be found in a number of homes throughout Eastern Colorado and beyond.
Giving gifts is one of the great joys of
Christmas, and few things are like the joy
in knowing a gift to a loved one or friend is
unique. With that in mind, perhaps this is the
season to try something different. To leave
big box stores and big box malls behind and
try, instead, something local. To shop for
that special something selected buy a special woman who has spent much of her life
and takes great delight in creating spaces of
beauty and magic.
The Twisted Twig is located at 418
East 3rd Street in Swink and is typically open
Tuesday through Saturday from 10am to
6pm. For more information or directions, call 719-469-3642.
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Once Was & Junk Rethunk
Local Primitive Artists Share Space on Main Street in Kit Carson

By BETSY BARNETT

L

ocal shopping is getting more and more interesting as two women, both retired from
full time jobs, have teamed together in the
old Gades’ Hardware Store on Main Street in
Kit Carson to create an amazing collection
of primitive art pieces intriguing enough to
capture the interest of a Joanna Gaines—or
at least most of the female population of the
area. Sue Trahern and Kellie Oswald are the
owners of two primitive art businesses operating simultaneously and collaboratively
inside the unique and historical landmark
building. Sue’s shop is called Junk Rethunk,
and Kellie owns and operates Once Was.
In addition, like most entrepreneurs,
Kellie and her husband have found ways to
add value to their already operating business. As owners of the historical Gades
Hardware building, they remodeled the upstairs and now have two apartments, each
with two bedrooms and a bath that they
rent out. They call them, appropriately—if
not obviously—enough, The Upstairs Apartments.
Sue began Junk Rethunk about four
14

years ago after retiring
from teaching and coaching at
Kit Carson school. It was December and
Kellie helped her get into the building and
set up shop for Christmas. She then continued to work on her collection of artful and
re-purposed items a couple of days a week.
Kellie joined Sue in the building the next year
bringing her collection of primitive art and
opened up her business, Once Was. Today,
their artistic items are intermingled in the
very impressive showroom, but are coded on
the tag as to who receives the income from
a particular item sell. They each have days
when they open up the shop.
The ladies have figured out how to turn
their passions of travel, junking, and art into
a business that keeps them busy, but never
bored. If they aren’t working the shop they
are often times found in their respective work
areas finding ways to repurpose the treasures
found at the auctions and trade shows they
attend. Kellie says she likes to travel to Nebraska, especially along the Junk Jaunt,
a line of swap meets that are very popular.
Sue, for her part, travels to Kansas focusing

on the numerous farm sales
that crop up.
During the holidays the building comes
alive with hundreds of tiny twinkle lights strung outside as well as
in. The ladies specialize in seasonal
items so upon entering the shop an array
of Christmas trees, handmade decorations,
and fancy ribbon and bows abound. It’s a
place where shoppers can find truly impressive items to use for their holiday décor, as
well as unique and meaningful presents for
friends and family.
For instance, a couple of interesting
items for the music lover are some historical pieces of sheet music, album covers, and
45 records. The pile of sheet music includes
full musicals such as Oklahoma! Numerous
artists and songs popular in the 1970s are
found on the large record collection.
Junk Rethunk is on facebook where
Sue keeps her customers updated with not
only the shop’s schedule, but also her newest finds and treasures. She recently brought
her items to the Primitive Junk Market in
Stoneham, just north of Sterling, where she
and many family members get together each
year to sell at one of the busiest markets
around.
Once Was also has a facebook page.
Kellie, with the help of her husband, is
continually coming up with interesting and
original art pieces. The handmade wooden
Christmas trees are particularly stunning and
would make a very thoughtful gift or décor

item during
the holidays.
All in all,
Once Was and Junk
Rethunk represents the
best that small town shopping
has to offer---friendly people who
will go the extra mile for their customers, unique and one-of-a-kind items, and a
shopping experience filled with wonderful
smells of the season, good food and drink,
and an occasional find that won’t be easily
forgotten.
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Be True Western

Brings Boutique Style to Southeastern Colorado
By BETSY BARNETT

N

ormally, for the shoppers of rural
southeastern Colorado, buying stylish
clothing for the entire family requires
a whole day of traveling to the front range;
or, at the very least, navigating the Internet
for hours on end taking the chance that what
one orders may have to be returned by going
through annoying return policy steps. But,
now, there is a trendy boutique in Kit Carson that is eliminating that kind of buyer’s
remorse; and, instead bringing back the days
of clothes shopping in a locally convenient
and affordable way.
Be True Western is a new boutique
owned and operated by Brandee Lewis. Her
boutique is located in Glaida Craven’s building on Highway 287 in Kit Carson---just look
for the turquoise and horseshoe sign. After
Glaida passed away last year, Brandee says
she wanted to buy the building, but the Kit
Carson Rural Development group purchased
it instead. She now rents the space from
them. On Small Business Saturday,
16 Brandee’s shop was bustling as she

and her rambunctious daughter, Haylee,
a fourth grader at Kit Carson, assisted the
many customers who were excited about the
items available at Be True Western. On the
same day, in an adjoining part of the building, a friend of hers, Lilliana States, had set
up shop selling some of her Christmas décor
and salon products.
Brandee loves retail and said she began years ago selling jewelry before she was
married. When she married John Lewis,
who has family roots in the Eads area, they
traveled to shows for a while until the couple started their family. Brandee didn’t sell
during the early years of being a mother, but
now that her children are in school she and
John decided to start again.
Like many entrepreneurs, she identified a problem and then started a business to
solve that problem. She noticed her children
seemingly would grow out of their clothes
overnight, so she decided to start with selling
kids’ clothing. She and John traveled around
a little with that, and then John wanted to

add men’s clothing and sunglasses to their
inventory. “That’s when we developed the
one-stop shop concept where our customers
can get items for the whole family.”
They still traveled, but it was getting
difficult, so they went online with sales a year
and a half ago. Then in the summer, she
opened the brick-and-mortar version of Be
True Western in the current location. Brandee says that 80-85% of her sales are from
her online web page and facebook presence.
Within her store, she uses a Square point-ofsale system that is integrated with the webpage that she created and maintains herself.
She now spends her days in the boutique and
when things are slow, she does her other job
which is keeping the accounting records for a
business. She has an office set up in the back
of the boutique and can continue to make
money by doing her other job and with online
sales even when no one walks in the door.
Brandee’s items are trendy and she
has a way of putting clothing and accesso-

ries together to create a great outfit. Besides clothing such as jeans and tops, she
sells jewelry, sunglasses, home goods, cards,
purses/wallets, knives, gloves, belts, knit
caps, and some great ankle boots. She carries an amazing collection of Western brands
including Wrangler, B. Tuff, Bex, HOOey,
Cowgirl Tuff, Crazy Train, Niki Biki, Southern
Grace, Vocal, Love It, Texas True Threads,
Phil Love, and STS Ranchwear.
Be True Western is a nifty little boutique that offers gift certificates and loyalty
cards. Brandee is an accomplished marketer
as she has developed her own “True Cash,”
modeled after the Kohl’s Cash concept,
where buyers are given True Cash to bring
back to the store to use in future purchases.
While you’re shopping for Christmas
presents in the next few weeks, make sure
to give Be True Western a visit as you will
be very surprised at what you will find. Or,
check out her facebook page and webpage at
http://www.betruewestern.com/.
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Singing Grass Trading Co.

Anchor of Three-in-One Business in Kit Carson
By BETSY BARNETT

I

t seems everyone knows Patsy States, and
vice versa, Patsy States knows everyone.
Not only in Kit Carson and the surrounding area, but also in far corners of this part
of the world. With boundless energy and
exuberant but loving attention to the people
she meets, Patsy and her husband Mike have
found a way to keep Kit Carson moving forward commercially—almost single-handedly.
They are the owners of three businesses on
Main Street that take up one entire block on
the west side of the street.
The three businesses are located in
the first building that was established on the
north side of the tracks in 1908. The Kansas
Pacific Railroad had established the town of
Kit Carson in 1870, but it consisted mostly of tents and was located south of where
the current town stands. Their building was
built by Rhoades and Wagner and was a large
General Mercantile Store. From the 1940’s
and on into the 1950’s, the building was used
for a number of different enterprises including a liquor store, hardware store, post
18 office, beauty shop, Oldsmobile dealer-

ship, and International dealership.
Patsy and Mike purchased the large
building from Jack and Marcia Wilson four
years ago and promptly went to work developing their business concept. In the large
room, or building, on the south end sits the
liquor store that Mike mostly runs. Mike also
owns and manages the Backdoor Hardware
Store where the “Spool of Wisdom” is set up
inviting the men of the town to come in for
a cup of coffee and some downhome conversation. The hardware store is literally jampacked full of hardware materials of all kinds
and is actually accessed through a door in the
back alley.
But the Singing Grass Trading Company is all Patsy’s idea, “I hatched a plan to
put an antique store in here.” At the time,
Irene Gady’s hardware inventory was still in
the building, so the couple has done a massive amount of work to create the quaint but
beautiful store space that had been Patsy’s
dream.
One of the best things about her store
is the name she chose. As is obvious right

away when talking to Patsy, she is a lover of
the area’s history, and this love prompted her
to find a unique name. “I wanted a name that
was purposeful for the area, but everything
was Kit Carson this or that so I wanted something a little off the beaten path.” She found
the perfect name in a book she was reading
called Kit Carson and His Three Wives. Evidently, ole Kit’s first Indian wife was an Arapahoe woman named Waa-nibe, which translates to “Grass Singing” or “Singing Grass.”
Thus, Patsy brought her new business to life
with an intriguing name.
The items in her antique store are as
interesting as the name on the building. She
and Mike like to travel around on weekends
just “junking” and looking for items that capture Patsy’s imagination. They have greatly
enjoyed their travels and, according to Patsy,
have met some really wonderful people.
Although there are many unique items
in the store, including some absolutely wonderful candles with scents that are to die
for, Patsy has focused her interest on Chalk
Paint. “I got the idea of selling chalk paints
because of my love for painting furniture and
having immediate access to paint.” No going

to the front range at inconvenient times--everything needed is right in Patsy’s shop.
She has a wonderful supply of Dixie Belle
paints that are toxic free and eco-friendly.
Patsy says, “Chalk paints were becoming all
the rage and I knew nothing about it. So I researched it, became excited about the possibilities the paints provided, and found the
Dixie Belle line after a long search for just the
right product. Along with the paint inventory, Patsy has herself created some impressive
works of art that can be duplicated with just
the paints and according to Patsy’s instructions. By now she’s an expert on them and
says the next thing she wants to do is hold
painting classes for her customers.
Everything in the Singing Grass Trading
Company is unique and has a story according to Patsy. You can find this unique set of
businesses in multiple ways. She has a presence on facebook and is open from Tuesday
through Saturdays from 10 am to 6 pm. Look
for her sign up on the highway, follow Main
Street down to the far south end, and there
you will find three businesses that are there
to serve not only their customers but also the
Town of Kit Carson as it continues to thrive.
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Jody Johnson Buck

The Multi-Layered Life of a Multi-Media Artist

By PRISCILLA WAGGONER

J

ody Johnson Buck epitomizes the woman of the American West. Independent,
hard-working and as comfortable on
horseback working cattle as she is anywhere,
she’s happiest when she’s busy, and she’s
busy all the time. “I grew up as a rancher’s
kid,” she says, “and it was a fantastic way to
grow up.” She wasn’t just any rancher’s kid,
she was a Johnson, the family in Kit Carson
that’s been raising cattle in this region for
more than four generations. Determination
and a strong work ethic are in her genes.
But there’s another side to Jody with a
genetic aspect, as well, and it shows up in her
love of art. “I got that from my great-great
uncle” she says, referring to Paul Gregg,
the acclaimed Western artist and illustrator for the Denver Post for decades. There
were other artists in the family tree; Jody’s
great aunt was quite talented, and her grandmother, Blanche Collins, taught her to sew,
embroider, quilt and any number of
20 other artistic endeavors.

One would have expected Jody to pursue some kind of artistic training straight out
of high school, but... no. Jody’s roots have
always been in small town life and always
will be. “People in Kit Carson do one of four
things,” she says. “You’re either a banker, a
teacher, a farmer or a rancher.” Jody went
the teaching route, and it was a smart move.
Teaching is one of her fortes, and she still
teaches art workshops today.
While in college, she also met her husband, best friend and partner, Rex Buck, who
came from ranching. Together, they’ve created the life she always envisioned--operating
their cattle ranch outside of Wray while they
also raised their four thriving and successful
children
So... what does this have to do with
Jody’s art? Everything. Absolutely everything.
For years, Jody devoted herself to being a cattle rancher, teacher, wife, mother
and all the other roles assumed by a woman

committed to living a life that is rich with activity and fulfillment. But her interest in art
was always there, just patiently waiting for
the time when it could take a more central
place in things. So, when their youngest child
went off to college in 2014, that’s exactly
what happened.
They say some people are called to do
different things, and, if talent is an indication,
Jody was called to be an artist. She started
off with formal training in different styles but,
as her genes—on both sides—might have
predicted, worked from day one to claim her
art as her own.
Jody creates, among other things,
“mixed media”, a dynamic technique that involves placing layer upon layer of different
media—like paint or paper or chalk—on a
base, such as a canvas. The result is a piece
of art that, unlike painting on a flat canvas,
has depth and texture and the vibrancy of
unexpected combinations and results.
But Jody has gone one step further by
expanding mixed media to include the other
passions of her life-- her love for the written

word, her love of history, her love of the icons
of ranching and small towns and the glory of
the prairie. She embraces all of her life in her
art and, as is no surprise, embraces her love
of art in her life, as well. “Rex and I will be
working, and I’ll look at something like…oh,
a fence post,” she says, “and I’ll tell him to
hold on for a minute while I take a picture.
I’m always doing that--looking at things like
it’s a picture. It’s in the way I’m wired.”
Most striking of all, Jody’s art is a clear
reflection of her philosophy about life. “I call
it happy art,” she says. “That’s what I want
to create—art that makes people feel good.”
She pauses for a moment. “Life is short, you
know? Time is short. I create pieces with uplifting imagery. The best compliment people
can give me is to say, ‘I look at your work and
it makes me feel good’.”
With that said, let there be no mistake;
Jody’s approach to her art, just like her philosophy, can take a variety of different forms.
Recently, a family commissioned Jody
to do a piece in memory of their son who
had died from cancer at an age that
was far, far too young. “His name was 21

Weston,” Jody says, quietly, “and he was a
great kid. A talented football player, friendly
and smart. He was even drafted to play for
the Atlanta Falcons. Just…an all-around really great young man.”
The tone of her voice is just a small
reflection of the care and attention she
poured into creating a piece for the family.
Using newspaper articles, handwritten notes,
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school reports, letters, game day football
programs, handwritten Bible verses, cards
and rosters, she created more than a memorial. She also created a living gift for the
family that reveals some cherished but forgotten memory each time they look at the
piece. Happy may not be a word that suits
that piece of art, but the emotions it inspires
may be just as healing as happiness can be.
And there is no doubt that, among all those
layers of different media, Jody Buck added
her own layer of tenderness, prayers and affection.
Art is woven throughout the life of Jody
Johnson Buck, and she welcomes people
to join her in this adventure. Whether commissioning her to do a piece, purchasing a
piece she’s already created or taking one of
the classes she offers, Jody can be reached
through Facebook at Cowbells-Happy Art by
Jody Buck or via Instagram at cowbells art.
In either case, when you land on art that lifts
your spirit, you know you’ve landed in the
right spot.
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Luxury in the Middle of Nowhere
The Claremont Inn and Winery Provides Memories not to be Forgotten

By BETSY BARNETT

O

ne would be hard-pressed to find a
person who has not seen the Claremont Inn & Winery from their vantage
point as they zoom by Stratton, Colorado on
I70 and wondered why it was sitting smack
dab in the middle of the little town of Stratton when it looks like, instead, it should be
located in the south of France or on the Mediterranean shore in Italy.
“Well, that’s the number one question
asked by our guests,” agrees Dave Dischner,
the co-owner of the Claremont Inn & Winery. The answer is pretty simple, however, as
Dave is originally from Stratton, and, in fact,
grew up helping his father in the grocery
store business that his grandfather began.
The family has been in Stratton since the
1920’s.
After graduation, Dave left Stratton,
like many rural youth do, and traveled around
living in several different locales. Dave had
worked in the hotel and restaurant business
for most of his adult life. This had allowed
him to do some traveling into the south of
France where Dave learned and perfected his
culinary skills.
Eventually, 23-years ago to be ex24 act, Dave identified a market not be-

ing served - people who traveled back and
forth on I70 from Kansas City or St. Louis to
Denver and other Colorado attractions. “We
wanted to carve out a little spot for us in that
niche.” So they took the plunge and decided
to go for it----in a big, luxurious way, to boot.
The amazing structure located in the
southwest corner of the town, includes 10
large thematic rooms, a great room, theater
room, demonstration kitchen, commercial
kitchen, retail space, and winery. The symmetry of the building appeals to Dave as he
says he likes things orderly. His trips to the
Mediterranean helped them to identify Italian architecture as defining the type of inn
they wanted to build. The exterior of the
building is actually a Shoal’s Homebuilders
Plan which was designed to be a residence.
However, Dave customized the interior to
meet the needs of the inn. The grounds are
landscaped beautifully, particularly in back
where they planted 360 trees along a driveway where nary a tree grew before they developed the site.
Once they added the winery in 2012
the whole perspective of the inn changed as
all of a sudden people began to understand
who they were and what they could do. They

became a destination business whereby most
of their patrons now come from the front
range. In reference to the addition of the
winery, Dave says they had been interested
in good wine the entire time as they followed
wine business brokers through the years. But,
then, they decided to learn how to make the
wine themselves not realizing how brilliant of
an idea it was for the overall success of the
inn. Since they already had a substantial understanding of wine, in general, they focused
their efforts in jumping through the various
regulatory hoops in order to become a winery in Colorado. Dave says the best move
they made to see their winery a reality was
to hire a consultant. “They weren’t cheap,
but they were the best use of our money we
could have made.”
Harry is head wine maker, although all
of the Claremont’s 12 full-time and part-time
employees spend some time in the winery
putting the product together. In the beginning, Harry followed the recommendations
of their consultant in making the various
wine flavors and products. “But now we have
learned what flavor profiles sell best out here.
Half of the wines are sweet in taste, with
many of them fruit-infused.” Harry will create the traditional varietals to use, but then
blend them down further in order to meet the
interests of their patrons. This method allows
them to be flexible in what they can offer.
Some of the grapes come from points in the
United States, but most are imported from
Australia, France, Italy, and South America.
The fermenting, filtering, bottling, and labeling all happen in the Claremont’s winery. The
wines are made in 30 bottle batches. It is, of
course, sold in the retail space of the inn.
The winery also has 25 retail partners
that they sell wholesale to. Their retailers are
located from Bennett to as far south as Lamar. J & J Liquor in Eads is one of the Claremont’s retail partners and offers many of
their reds, whites, ports, and fruit infused
wines. The winery also sells their wine online.
However, according to Dave, by far
the most wine is sold “at the mother ship,”

in the Claremont Inn & Winery itself. Everything they do is centered around wine as they
have daily wine tasting, sell their products
in their retail space, and offer their wines in
their many events and specials that they do
throughout the year.
Of course, their food has always been
the staple of the business as Dave is a professional chef with amazing culinary skills. He
has trained in New York City as well as in Europe. He says the key to the Claremont’s food
is that it is fresh every day. No preservatives.
They cater to their customers in this part of
the world by providing a lot of beef, mostly
beef filets, and also pork. They use local beef
specially processed for them. The vegetables
and fruits are brought in fresh daily from the
front range, or from their own gardens. Last
summer they utilized 100 hay bales to grow
their hay bale garden that not only provided fresh vegetables for their menu, but also
hours of interest for their customers.
The Claremont Inn & Winery has gift
certificates and gift cards that are good for
any occasion and makes the perfect gift for
those on your Christmas list.
They are all about providing wonderful
memories and experiences for their patrons.
They have an array of events and guest packages to choose from. Dave says their most
popular package is called “Taste, Dine &
Stay,” which is a one-night experience in your
room of choice that includes Happy Hour
Wine Tasting, a Gourmet Dinner and
their famous Country Inn Breakfast. 25

Another package, “Taste, Cook & Stay” is
about the same, although the guests are provided hands on cooking classes for 2, wine
included, a room of choice, and the famous
Country Inn Breakfast.
Since the Claremont is located in a
rural town on the plains of Colorado, Dave
says their customers mostly enjoy doing
events that are held within the Claremont.
They offer a number of fun packages including the “Murder Mystery, Dine & Stay,”
“Honeymoon/Romantic GetAway,” “Cooking Weekend,” “Paint & Taste,” and “Escape
Room.” All packages include wine as part of
the experience. Dave says the “Paint & Taste”
events have been very popular. Hundreds of
people have enjoyed doing art led by local
artist Kathy Webb who lives in Bethune.
Their newest event, the “Escape Room”
is geared toward the popular video game. A
party of 2-12 people can be involved and are
locked in a room where they receive hints by
a clue master who takes the guests through
the part-scavenger hunt, part puzzle-solving
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event. The “Escape Room” package is becoming a popular one for the Claremont.
Finally, Dave says a memory to be remembered, particularly at Christmas, is
called the Whole House Event where a family
or group of friends can rent the entire inn for
24 hours where everything is included such
as the wine, the food, and array of event
packages to choose from. Up to 20 people
can be involved in the Whole House Event
that starts at $3,995. One extra caveat is the
Claremont’s exclusive pet friendly accommodations which will pamper your dog during
your stay.
Don’t you think it’s time to explore
unique luxury on the plains and visit Harry
and Dave at the Claremont Inn & Winery?
The Claremont has become a landmark
property that guarantees your visit will be
one you and your loved ones will remember
for many Christmases to come. Contact the
Claremont Inn & Winery at 888.291.8910 or
visit them on facebook or at their webpage at
www.claremontinn.com.

Demitasse
Offers Holiday Craft Lessons, Wine, Coffee, and so Much More

D

By BETSY BARNETT
emitasse is a quaint coffee shop located on Maine Street in Eads, Colorado
serving a variety of caffeinated beverages, smoothies and protein shakes. The
trendy little shop has been designed by owners Chelsea Davis and Cathy Davis. At Demitasse one can find an array of holiday gifts,
memories, and things to do in an atmosphere
that can be compared to big city style with
down-home friendliness.
For the individual who is in search of
a unique gift (whether it’s for themselves
or someone else), there will be any number
of different items available for purchase.
For the holidays Demitasse has an array of
stocking stuffers including cup/mug sleeves
crocheted by a lady in Granada, homemade
jellies from a lady in La Veta who has her own
little business, fun tea towels, OH SO SOFT
Crazy Cool Thread tee shirts, festive mugs
made by local business 3E Creations, custom
wreaths and sign orders, coffee flavored lip
glosses, and gift certificates to all the other
cool things you can do at Demitasse.
People who want a little color in their
lives can either choose to spend time tanning
or browse among the selection of plants and
event flowers for sale. For those people who
are in need of some relaxation or pampering, there’s rentable space where massages
and manicures/pedicures are available by appointment.

Artists and crafters will be very happy
to learn that throughout December Chelsea
has lined up different experts who will give
wreath and sign-making classes. The prices
are very affordable to take advantage of these
crafty opportunities and one only needs to
bring their imagination while Demitasse will
provide the rest.
As charming and unique as the other
aspects of Demitasse are, special time and
attention were spent creating the space devoted to Demitasse Gym. In recognition that
people have different schedules and times
when they can work out, members of the
gym have any time access to a well thought
out assortment of equipment, including elliptical, recumbent and upright bikes, a treadmill, stair climber, numerous target specific
machines as well as a free weight area. A gift
certificate to Demitasse Gym would make a
thoughtful gift that says you care about your
loved one’s health and fitness.
Demitasse is making memories of all
kinds during the holidays, and they hope you
will consider joining them for a nice relaxing
hot drink or work out in the gym. Whatever
your interest you can find it at Demitasse, a
place to come to pamper yourself and your
friends and loved ones. Demitasse is located
at 1213 Maine Street in Eads. Their phone
number is 719-438-2022. They also have a
facebook page where you can find out
more about their business.
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We don’t let ourselves think too much about their past. If
we did, it would eat us alive. What we focus on is the future
and how to make it as good for the animals as it can be.
They deserve that from us. They deserve that, and more.
By PRISCILLA WAGGONER

I

— Kent Drotar, Director of Public Relations

n this season that celebrates hope and
faith, it seems only fitting that this story be
told.
It involves a 19 year old young man who
begins a journey to create a new world and
bring light to the darkest of places. It’s a tale
of magnificent animals and their deliverance
from years spent in suffering, torture and
despair. It speaks of chains being broken,
rusted cage doors being opened and the first
unfettered steps away from what was and, instead, toward what promises to be.
This is a story where the good guys win
in the end. Yes, there are battles along the
way and times when the battle might be lost.
But this is ultimately a tale of triumph over
things that were wrong, are still wrong today
and should never ever have happened.
28 Best of all, this story has lions and ti-

”

gers and bears…and, oh my, what a victory it
is.

The Story

It began in 1979 in a North Carolina zoo. Pat
Craig, a 19 year old kid from Boulder, Colorado was visiting a friend who worked as the
zoo’s groundskeeper. One day, Pat’s friend
took him on a tour, including a part of the
zoo that was hidden from sight. It was a place
the public was never meant to see.
Lions and tigers were living in cages so
small Craig would not even have used them
for his dogs. As explained by Kent Drotar,
Director of Public Relations and Wild Animal
Sanctuary ambassador, the animals had been
deliberately brought into the world as part of
the zoo’s marketing scheme. “It was a common practice at the time,” Drotar says, his

voice flat with forced acceptance of fact.
It seems that people like to see baby
animals on display when they come to the
zoo. Baby animals imply a zoo is robust. Baby
animals are good for ticket sales.
But, of course, baby animals grow, and
when they were no longer the latest cute
and cuddly main attraction, the lions and tigers were sentenced to live in tiny cages in
the back. Described by the zoo as “surplus”,
sometimes they were sold off to private citizens who knew nothing about caring for exotic animals. Sometimes, they were sold to
roadside zoos where they were often abused
and exploited for profit. And sometimes, the
animals were euthanized.
As the story goes, Craig climbed into
his blue pickup truck and drove back to his
family’s 15 acre farm east of Boulder, but the
image of those cages came with him and continued to fill his thoughts. One day, he called
the Denver zoo to see if they could provide a
place for the lions and tigers trapped and declining in North Carolina, but the Denver zoo
couldn’t take them. They had 7 “surplus” tigers of their own. Craig then called the State
Department of Wildlife and officials at the
federal level to see if they could intervene.
He was told that, if he wanted something
to be done, do it himself. Build cages to the
right specifications and then get the certification he’d need to operate.
Craig did both, and, at 19, became the
youngest person in the country licensed to
run a “zoological” facility. He then sent out
75 letters to zoos around the country asking if they had “surplus” animals in need of a
place to live.
He undoubtedly expected some responses, given all he’d learned. But the avalanche that filled his mailbox must, at some
level, have felt overwhelming. Yes, there
were answers from zoos, each with their
own “surplus list”. But there were also pleas
on behalf of other animals—elephants and
chimpanzees—who, without help, were destined to be killed.
Whether it was expected or not—intentional or not—young Craig’s letters were,

in many ways, a beacon of light that shone
into some very dark places, leading the way
back to a 19 year old kid in Boulder who
was, singlehandedly, trying to create a better world. At the same time, the responses
Craig received were lights flickering back
from the darkness, providing just glimpses of
an on-going tragedy affecting thousands and
thousands of animals.
On the Wild Animal Sanctuary website, Craig recalled reading those letters. “It
was so much more than I could do,” he said.
“And there was always the question—who do
I pick?”
Entire novels have been written trying
to answer such a question, but, of all the
things Pat Craig had proven in his young life,
he was a man of action more than talk.
The first animal he rescued came from
a zoo in South Carolina, a baby jaguar named
Freckles born to a mother who refused
to nurse. Craig held Freckles in his lap on
the flight back to Denver; he’d never
held—never even seen—a baby jaguar 29

before.
The next animal rescued was a mountain lion from Utah who was living in a cage
and put on display as an amusement park
attraction. It’s said that Craig drove his blue
pickup truck straight to the site, put the
caged mountain lion in the back and took
him home.
As those first few steps were taken and
those first few animals were saved, a purpose
was found. A mission was born. A journey
was begun. And it’s been continuing ever
since.

are pools with water falls and streams where
they can play, sky bridges that allow them to
run and jump, and materials to keep them
stimulated and engaged. For the wolves,
each pack has its own habitat, and varied
topography allows howling packs to gather

Building a Home

The sun slowly rises over the wide open
spaces and green rolling hills of the eastern Colorado plains where the Wild Animal
Sanctuary sits on 720 acres of land. As the
oldest and largest sanctuary of its kind in the
world, the Wild Animal Sanctuary (TWAS)
is home to 450 exotic and endangered animals, all of whom were born in captivity and
rescued either from private owners who held
them illegally or from situations where they
were being abused or, in some cases, both.
But what’s especially unique about TWAS is
that those 450 residents are also large carnivores such as Black Bears, Grizzlies, African
Lions, Tigers, Leopards, Jaguars, Mountain
Lions and Wolves.
At the Sanctuary, the animals and their
well-being are the uncontested top priority.
When they first arrive, they’re given time and
solitude to adjust. For those who’ve been
abused, trust is difficult, and rehabilitation
is done with tenderness and loving care as
they learn human beings are something other than deliverers of pain and suffering. Ultimately, with more than 60 species specific
habitats from 5 to 25 acres big, the goal is
for animals to have unprecedented freedom
to roam and play and live with others of their
own kind, never again to experience the life
they had known.
Bears’ habitats have swimming tanks,
play structures and tunnels leading to cool
and secluded bunkers that serve as un30 derground dens. For the big cats, there

together and communicate with other packs
nearby.
Animals are fed an exceptional diet on a
random schedule, simulating how they would
eat in the wild and suited to their biological
needs. When the bears are not in hibernation,
49,000 pounds of food are fed every week,
all of it donated by four different Walmart locations plus a collection of other stores. It’s a
win-win for all, since the food, which is either
due to or recently expired, would otherwise
be thrown away. Once on site, volunteers go
through what’s been collected and separate
it into appropriate diets: meat blended with
vitamins and nutrients for the big cats and
wolves. Fresh fruits, vegetables, fish, raw
eggs and grains are made into meals for the
bears. When bears are in hibernation, that
total amount of food is reduced by half.
The animals live in harmony because
the factors that cause competition and aggression are removed. There is always ample
food and ample space. Breeding is not permitted so, in most cases, males are neutered.
When neutering is not recommended, as is
true with African Lions, the females receive

implants that depress their fertility cycle.
In the 38 years the sanctuary has been
in operation, not a single animal has escaped.
Much of that is attributed to the layout of
the place, including a buffer zone that runs
between the sanctuary and the county road
that passes by. But even more so, the design
itself is founded in the psychology of animals
born in captivity, a topic in which Craig is an
expert. As he describes it, “The animals view
the fences as security. It defines their territory, that place that they defend.”
Craig has even found a way to lessen
the stress that large groups of visitors could
cause. Early on, he discovered animals view
a person standing 20 to 30 feet away as a
threat. But put that person 20 or 30 feet in
the air, and the animals are undisturbed by
their presence. As a result, visitors at the
sanctuary view the animals, unobstructed and from above, as they walk a 1.2 mile
long system of elevated walkways that run
throughout the sanctuary.
The site is a well-crafted masterpiece
of efficiency, organization and innovation,
and the animals are the focus of it all.

had all of their teeth and claws removed, are
chained to a wall. Hunters then train their
dogs to attack the defenseless bears in order
to make the dogs feel more confident on real
hunting trips. Illegal everywhere in the U.S.
but South Carolina, the state legislature only
recently outlawed the practice, but it still
continues today.
Mary Jane was one of 7 tigers crammed
into cages and placed next to gas pumps at a
roadside zoo in Texas. The owner put them
there thinking the sight would encourage
people to stop. He also sold tiger cubs to
people when they came in to pay for the gas
they’d pumped.
Xinna is a female African lion who

Sanctuary

“Sanctuary”. A place of safety and protection
from harm. To understand what it means to
the animals to live as they do now, it’s important to understand what kinds of lives
they lived before. This is the hard part of
the story, and it’s no easier to tell than it is
to read. But it’s also the part that gives such
profound meaning to the way the story ends.
Cherokee and Princess were rescued
from a small property in Dayton, Ohio when
their owner suddenly died. For more than 20
years, the two bears were forced to live in tiny
horse stalls with concrete floors. They’d also
been declawed and had their teeth filed down
as the owner made money forcing them to
perform tricks, wrestle with human beings
and pose for photos with the public.
Carolina, Ella, Catfish and Josie are 4
Black Bears who were held captive for years in
South Carolina and used in an obscene blood
sport called “Bear Baiting”. The bears, who’d
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was purchased illegally by a man in Mexico.
When she was very young, he had her teeth
and claws pulled out so she would be safe
for him to play with. When he felt she was
still too rough, he locked her in a dark room
where she suffered without adequate food or
water for months.
For 37 years, Sanctuary staff have answered calls like that—and worse—from all
over the country and the world, traveling
hundreds of thousands of miles, completing reams of government forms, applying
for hundreds of permits from countless municipalities who would sometimes throw out
regulations like large stones obstructing the
road.
But the men and women of the Sanctuary are determined to reach those who are
suffering, afraid they’ll arrive too late, driven not just by the cruelty of the past but by
a promise for the future that abides in the
loving embrace of the Sanctuary that waits,
arms open, back home.
There are those who will ask, Why?
Why go to all that effort? And to them, no
answer will suffice.
There are those who will ask, All this
time, all this money. Is it worth it? And to
them, there are no words to explain.
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But an answer waits for those willing to
see, and it’s found in the full grown tiger who
step on grass for the first time…or a scarred
and weary old lion who lays, safe and asleep
in tall grass with the sweet summer sun on
his face…or a bear whose scars are healing as
he plays with a brother in a cool, deep pool of
water.
Is there work yet to be done? Thousands of others are still captive and suffering, and it all must feel endless at times. But,
as night settles in on the Sanctuary and the
day is put to rest, the entirety of the world is
contained within a single human voice that
speaks words of love, respect and promises
made and kept. And it’s answered by a triumphant roar of freedom.
The Wild Animal Sanctuary, a 501c3,
receives no government funding and relies
completely on donations to stay in operation. Please go to www.wildanimalsanctuary.
org for photos, videos, information about the
animals and various ways you can help.
All images copywritten and property of
The Wild Animal Sanctuary. Reproduction
prohibited without written permission.
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The Helping Hand of

Hospice

By PRISCILLA WAGGONER

“

When I work with people, I try to help
them find a way to finish the story.”
These are the words Mark Fisher uses to
describe his job at Arkansas Valley Hospice, a
job that’s not easily contained within the confines of words. Along with teammates like
Executive Director Cassie Elders or DON-Patient Care Coordinator Jennifer Netherton, Mark spends his days, and, sometimes
nights, being with, listening and speaking
with people and those who love them as they
face the end of life. And the reason is
34 profoundly clear: do whatever they can

to help people find inner peace when, sometimes, peace is nowhere to be found.
One might expect people who do such
an enormous thing to be…different. In many
ways, that expectation is unfounded. These
people lead normal lives. But when they
speak of what they do day after day, the difference is immediately apparent.
There is an honesty in each of their
voices, a willingness to discuss what is known
and what is not, what is understood and what
is not, what can be changed and what must
be accepted, and such honesty is oddly re-

assuring. Their initial presence in the life
of a patient is a signal that death is at hand,
but their unwavering promise to continue to
be there no matter how dark it gets sends
the stronger message that the person is not
alone.
“We come into a family’s home during
the most vulnerable time of their lives,” Jennifer says, “when they’re terrified and looking
for answers. We hope to have the answers
they need, but, when we don’t, we hold them
and help them cope as best as they can.”
Mark has been with Hospice for almost
thirty years. “We meet people where they’re
at,” he says. “Some people don’t see a need
for me, and, with those, I step back and find a
different way to help. But with others…we get
very close. I let people take the lead, and I’ll
follow where they take us. I let them know
that they have the hard work to do, but I’ll
be right there, right by their side the whole
way to encourage them and assure them to
do what they need to do.” He hesitates for a
moment. “Grief is trial and error. What helps
one person doesn’t help another,” he says.
“Sometimes, what I do is tell people what
other people—people who’ve died—have
told me. And I’ve been told some amazing things. Years ago, I was skeptical. But
when you hear the same thing over and over
again… I’ve been told by people that they
see angels and that they’re going on a journey. Many, many people see loved ones who
come to take them to the other side. Some
people say they were told when they’re going
to die—whether it’s six days or nine days or
whatever—and that ends up being the exact
day they pass.” He pauses. “I’m a person

of faith. Those stories have convinced me
there’s something after this life. I can’t convince anyone else of that, but sharing what
I’ve been told has really helped some people.”
Cassie describes the big picture as she
sees it. “We do different things than doctors and hospitals,” she says. “We go into
the home and are available 24 hours a day.
We don’t just treat the symptoms, we control
them and do whatever is necessary to provide comfort and peace. We let people know
what they can expect…when a person is transitioning, the signs when a person is preparing to pass over. And we serve the loved ones
after the person is gone. We’re still there,
even then.”
“We help them find a way to finish the
story, the story of their lives,” Mark says. “If
they believe the story doesn’t end here, we
help them with that. If they believe this is
the end, we help them with that, too. It’s an
honor to do what we do. I would never want
to do anything else.”
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